
G rau it A-as sist,t r aj ecto r ies
between Earth and Mars wctuld
reduce the cost of shuttlinq human crews and their
equipment, sou Janres Oberg and Buzz Aldrin

hemical rockets have served
humankind well in its first,
tenta ve steps rnto space.

Having ridden atop them to the moon
and back, one of us (Aldrin) can vouch
for the technology's merits. Neyerthe-
less, for trips beyond our nearest neigh-
bor in space, chemical rockets alone
leave much to be desired.

Even Mars, the next logical destina-
tion in space, rvould be a stretch for
chemical rockets. To deliver a humarr
crew to the planet would require so

much fuel that essentially all scenarros
for such a voyage involve producing,
on the planet! surface, large amounts
of fuel for the return trip. That require-
ment adds another element of risk and
complexity to the proposed mission.
Much more powerful plasma rockets,
on the other hand, are sti l l  probably a
dec.rde .ru ey from use on r hum.rn-pi-
loted spacecraft.'We 

think there is a middle groundr us-
rng chemical rockers and augmenring
their modest propulsive power by tak-

ing creative advantage of gravity-assist
maneuvers. In rhese excursions, mission
planners send a spacecraft hurtling so
close to a celestial body, typically a plan-
et, that the body's gravitational field
changes the spacecraft's velocity. The
scheme is commonly used to boost the
speed of a probe headed toward the so-
lar system! outer planets, rvhich rvould
othenvise be all bur unreachabie. \ l is-
sion controllers began using gravity as-
sists in the 1970s on such missions as
Mariner 10 to Mercur)', which got an
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assist from th€ Venusian gravitational
field; Pioneer 11 to Satum, which flew
by Jupiter; and Voyager 1, catapulted
by Jupiter's prodigious gravitational
field and now hunling through interstel-
Iar space at 52,000 kilometers per hour.
Even though there are no sizable celes-
tial bodies between Earth and Mars, a
mission between the two planets can
still be executed so as to benefit signifi-
cantly from theft gravity.

Boing!

/\ gravity-assist maneuver can be lik-
.f\ ened to a rubber ball bouncing off
a wall. ln this analogy. the spacecraft is
l ike rhe rubber ball. and the planer is
like the wall. As the ball bounces off the
wall, the bounce-off velocity will be
higher or lower if the wall is moving to-
ward or away from the ball as they
meet. The mathematical relation is de-
scribed by a fundamental principle of
Newtonian physics: conservation of
momentum. The change in the ball's
momentum is balanced by an inverse
change in the wall's momentum.

ln a graviry assist, the spacecrah "col-

lides" elastically with the planet's gravr-
tational f ield. If the planer is moving
into the arc of the spacecraft's traiectory
as the craft flies by the planet, the "re-
bound" speed of the vehicle will be
higher than its approach speed. As with
the ball bouncing off the wall, momen-
tum is conserved: the planet's momen-
tum changes as much as the spacecraft's.
Because of the immense difference in
their masses, though, the planet's veloc-
ity change is not significant.

The more massive the planet, the
more sharply it can alter the space-
craft's trajectory. Jupiteq the most mas-
sive planet in the solar system by far,
can effect a change as great as 150 de-
grees in a vehicle's direction relative to
the planet. Not only can mission con-
trollers change the spacecraft's speed
and direction within the orbital plane,
they can also put the craft in a new or-
bital plane quite different from that of
the planet's orbit around the sun.

How can gravity assist help transpon
people to Mars? The answer is that rt
would be used to make critical adjust-
ments to the trajectories of "cycler"
spacecraft. These would use the graviry
of Earth and Mars as the primary shap-
er of their trajectories as they cruised
back and forth repeatedly, like buses on
a scheduled route, shuttling crews and
supplies berween the two planets. Typi-
cally the cycler would not have to be
decelerated into orbit around Mars, and
it would never have to blast off the plan-
et3 surface for the return to Eanh, The
basic concept goes back more than three
decades but continues to produce novel
mission strategies, ones that we b€lieve
merit more attention than they general-
Iy receive in discussions of human mrs-
sions to Mars.

The gravity-assist cycler approach is
anractive because it would minimize the
need for propulsive maneuvers. Because
of the massive life-support equipment
that would be required to sustain hu-
mans on an interplanetary voyage, huge
quantities of rocket fuel would be re-
quired for each such maneuver [see
"How to Go ro Mars," on page 251.

Castles in the Firmament

f he cycler concepr goes back to the
I early 1980s. Alan L. Friedlander

and John C. Niehoff, both then with
Science Applications International, de-
scribed a system in which several long-
lived space habitats (which they called
castles) would be placed in solar orbits

that would periodically approach Earth
and Mars. Human crews would occupy
these castles during the interplanetary
cruise. which would last two or more
years. Then, during the encounters with
Mars or Eanh, the travelers would make
use of more spanan vehicles ("taxis")
to go back and fonh between a castle
and a planet. The castles would be re-
supplied using propulsion technologies,
such as ion drive, that are highly effi-
cient but too slow for human passen-
gers. The trip on board the taxi between
a castle and a planet would take about
a weeK or tess.

As originally conceived; the castles
would orbit the sun in such a way that
they would encounter Earth about once
every five years and Mars every 3.75
years. In a second proposal the habitats
would encounter Earth every three
years and Mars every 7.5 years. Neither
of these orbits would have been signifi-
cantly modified by the planetary en-
counters. Thus, gravity assist was not a
factor in these early concepts.

In 1985 Aldrin proposed a cycling
habitat orbit that would make crucial
use of gravity assist dudng each Earth
flyby. These castles would also circle the
sun, but the strategy would speed up the
interplanetary transit time by exploiting
orbits whose farthest point from the star
(or aphelion) would be well beyond
Mars. A major advantage of this scheme
is that the habiats would encounter each
planet every 2.7 years. and the planet-ro-
planet transit time would be as little as
six months. A drawback would be that
periodic propulsion maneuvers would
be needed to keep the cycling habitat in
this advantageous orbit. Because these
maneuvers would not be time-crit ical,
however, they could be performed by
high-efficiency, low-thrust propulsron
systems.

Moreover, one of the most critical
marreuvers would be accomplished large-
ly by gravity assist. The interval separat-
ing encounters between the habitat and
Mars would not be an exact, whole-
number multiple of a Martian year. So
the planet would be in a different place,
relative ro the solar system, each rirne
the habitat was about to make its ap-
proach. For rhis reason. the orbit of tie
habitat would have to be adjusted each
time so that it would encounter the plan-
et. In technical terms, mission control-
lers would have to rotate the habitat or-
bit 's l ine of apsides (the l ine from its
oerihelion--<losest ooint ro the sun-to
irs aphelion) enoug-h so that the rrajec-
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tory would coincide with the position
of Mars at the next planned encounter.
Aldrin's insight was that this shift could
be accomplished mainly by gravity as-
sist as the habitat swung by Eanh.

Because of its elongated orbit, the
habitat would encounter Eanh ind, es-
pecially, Mars at relatively high velocr-
ties. Those high speeds would be prob-
lematic if it were the massive habirar
that would haye to be slowed down for
reentry. But it would never need to slow
down, because passengers would use
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the taxis to go to and from the planets,
Those advantages norwithstanding. it

is difficult to compare the costs of the
cycler sftategy with those of more tradi-
tional approaches to Mars exploration.
Clearly, a great deal of infrastructure
would have to be built and orbited to
carry out the cycler mission. Once up
and orbiting, however, that infrastruc-
ture could be used to send dozens, if not
hundreds, of people to Mars. Calculating
how many passengers would be neces-
sary to break even, though, is extremely
difficult because of uncertainties about
how many habitats would be required,
how much it would cost to build, Iaunch,
supply and maintain them, and how
much it would cost to carry out missions
with one-shot rockets.

Improved Cyclers

I ldrin has continued refining his ideas
fL about cycling habirats and Mars
exploration. In his latest conception the
habitats would follow trajectories that
would encounter the planets at lower
velocities. allowing more time and flexi-
bility for trips between the habitat and
the planets, Instead of a simple, alternat-
ing Earth-Mars-Earth-Mars encounter
sequence, this latest scheme would ex-
ploit creative celestial mechanics to add
"dwell time" ar both Mars and Eartf

In this plan the single Earth swingby
would become a multiple Mars-Earth-
Earth-Earth-Earth-Mars sequence of en-
counters lsee illuslration at le[t],During
the Eanh ponion of the trajectory the
habitat would remain in an Earthlike
orbit around the sun, but ev€ry sx
months it would fly by Earth, using the
planet's gravitational field to help adjust
the orbit for the next encounter. Also,
the Mars swingby would have a hesita-
tion period during which the habitat
would be waiting for Earth to come into
position for the return leg, The trajecto-
ry repeats itself once every 52 months,
during which time Earth and Mars
come into conjunction with each other
twice (two synodic periods).

To accomplish the biannual Earth fly-
by maneuvers, controllers would use
Earth's gravity to shift the spacecraft's
orbital plane around the sun into one
inclined more than 10 degrees to that of
Earth's but with the same orbital period
as Eanh (one year). This cycler strategy
uses three such back-to-back maneuvers
(or one six-month encounter followed
by or preceded by a 12-month reen-
counter), followed by a gravity assrst

onto the Mars-bound leg. NASA now
plans to use the Earth-Earth six-month
reencounter trajectory for the Mars
Sample Return mission scheduled for
2005 and for the CONTOUR Discov-
ery science mission.

At Mars, introducing a dwell time
present\ many challenges. The planer's
mass cannot induce even a 10-degree
bend in a spacecraft's trajectory under
approach velocities typical of cycling or-
bits. So it is likely that controllers would
have to use a Martian gravity assist,
plus perhaps a small propulsive maneu-
ver, to turn the spacecraft toward the
inner solar system. The vehicle would
then encounter Venus and exploit that
planet's EanhJike gravity to aim itself
back for another Mars encounter.

De mis V Bymes of rhe Jet Propulsion
Laboratory in Pasadena, Calif., recently
analyzed similar trajectory options.
Byrnes, who is deputy manager of the
Navigation and Mission Design Section
at JPL, verified the feasibility of a cy-
cling system based on three habitats fol-
lowing a trajectory that covered three
synodic periods (about 78 months) with
five Earth flybys, each a year apart, be-
tween Mars encounters. Such a system
would offer an opportunity to travel
from Earrh to Mars, or vice versa. every
26 months,

Analyses such as Byrnes's underscore
the fact that space scientists have just
scratched the surface in their studies of
the suitabiliry ofcycling in human inter-
planetary travel. As they continue refil-
ing their ideas through a series of suc-
cessively better mission designs, these
specialists are making it more likely that
humankind will someday rely on this
remarkably flexible and robust concept
to reach the Red Planet-not once, but
over and over again. E
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